God's Answers 4 UR Life: Wisdom 4 Every Day (Thrive)
Searching for real answers about life—"helpful answers that you can really trust? Godâ€™s Answers for Your Life responds to 125 everyday life issues from popular Bible versions. With relevant topics that include body mod, consequences, depression, eating disorders, music, purpose, and more, youâ€™ll find just the answers youâ€™re seeking as well as relevant life application sections written by popular youth speaker and ministry leader Steve Russo.
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**Customer Reviews**

Steve Russo has taken many issues that Christians ponder, added his beliefs, and added relevant scripture. The topics are in alphabetical order. The topics range from abuse to tattoos. The commentary presented gives a balanced, non-judgemental approach to the application of Christianity. It is written for all, regardless of age or knowledge of Christianity. Perhaps the best aspect of this book is its simplicity and directness. We used this in our homeschool Bible studies for our kids who are 5, 7, and 13. It was easy to read. The sections are short, so the kids’ attention spans did not waver, and it has relevant issues. This is a winner!

I volunteer at the local juvenile detention center. This book seems like a possible way guys might open it since it has a manly cover, has short topic answers and lists current problems with Bible verses.
Bought this for our grandson. It has a thorough index and quick to find scriptures.
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